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What is a Margin Test?

• Real Time Measurements works in 
Compliance mode of the State 
Machine under controlled setting

• Margin Measurements works in L0 
State under normal operating 
conditionReal Time Scopes Test

High Resolution Sample but in batches.
Precision waveforms for accurate signal integrity 
measurement but slow and expensive.

Margin Test
Every bit but missing information (similar to BERT eye).
Very fast results in a live link situation but with less accuracy

Margin
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Types of Margin Tests – The Quick Scan

April 2023

• DUT and Margin 

Tester train naturally

and negotiate presets 

for Tx test

• Display eye diagram &  

link training 

parameters

DUT and Margin 

Tester train naturally 

and negotiate presets 

for Rx Test

• Display outputs of Rx 

test range and link 

errors by lane/preset 

combination

1

2

Est. Test Time for Gen4 x16 DUTs: 2-4 minutes
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Types of Margin Tests - The Custom Scan

• Scanned all presets on all lanes
• 160 combinations

• All presets plotted together for each lane

• Very clear that there are lane to lane variations

April 2023
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• Scanned all presets on all lanes

◦ 160 combinations

• All lanes plotted together for each preset

• Alternative view makes the lane-to-lane variations 

even clearer

1

2

3

Presets Plotted Per Lane Lanes Plotted Per Preset

Est. Test Time for Gen4 x16 DUTs: 25-30 minutes

• Scanned all presets on all lanes
• 160 combinations

• All presets plotted together for each lane

• Very clear that there are lane to lane variations
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Custom Scan: Link Training Parameters

• Custom Scan by its 
nature of forcing setting 
has the ability to 
visualize all train Link 
parameters of the DUT 
transmitters in each 
Preset / Lane 
combination:

• Eye Width

• Eye Height

• Attenuation

• Variable Gain

• CTLE Boost

• DFE Taps 1-5

April 2023
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Original vs Updated BIOS Settings

April 2023

A motherboard manufacturer had a board that was passing compliance but wanted to improve the eye 
height and width by adjusting BIOS settings. 

After adjusting the BIOS, we compared changes for the first 4 lanes and the system still passed compliance 
with little change in eye height and width. However, with the new BIOS settings they saw more 
interoperability issues that with the original settings:
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Identify Original BIOS Settings Using Quick Scan

April 2023

To draw more insight into the issue, a Margin Tester was used to scan the 16-lane bus as a 
live link partner and trained to naturally negotiated presets, with the results below:

DUT did not naturally 
train to any of the presets 
eventually updated in the 
BIOS

Equalization was heavily used to form 
the link – especially DFE 1 where 
each lane pushed the tap to ~half of 
its typical range

TMT4 Margin Tester Results

Updated BIOS Presets
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Understand Preset Performance For BIOS Settings 
Using A Custom Scan

April 2023

Next the Margin Tester was used for a custom scan to look at the specific lanes and presets 
of interest:

Equalization even worse on some of the 
settings that would eventually be updated. 
Especially high use of DFE taps 1, 2, 5. 

Overall, the DUT Tx link eyes looks 
generally poor across the entire design;

Shows why vendor was generally 
interested in tuning P6-P9. 
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Original BIOS Settings – Inspect Particular Lanes

Next the Margin Tester was used for a custom scan to look at the specific lanes and presets 
of interest:

Lane 1 P7 and P8 showed 
significantly worse results than 
compliance results; 

These lanes are not behaving 
as well in a live link test

Some especially bad 
areas – the Margin 
Tester receivers are 
working hard to form a 
link with this DUT
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Updated BIOS Settings

When the Margin Tester was used to scan the device with updated BIOS settings, it was 
unable to even form a link (expected outcome). 

Based on the poor eye results and the heavy use of equalization, 
it can be inferred that even small changes in BIOS settings could 
cause a link to be unable to form
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Conclusions

A Real Time Measurement Could Take Several Days and a Skilled SI Engineer to Capture Similar Comparative Results. A Margin Test Saves Time and Expensive Resources 

in The Lab

April 2023

In about 35 minutes of testing, the user was able to learn more about the 

health of their PCIe design in a live link and determine that, in general, the 

design is right on the edge of interoperability issues.

PCIe compliant devices can still have interop issues, and it can often be 

difficult to resolve once you’ve passed compliance. 

Results from the Original BIOS settings quickly shows that the equalization 

across the lanes and presets of interest was heavily used. 

This outcome likely explains why even subtle updates to the BIOS led to 

much larger interop issues than the original BIOS settings.

1

2

3
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Investigating Gen 4 Re-Driver Design Issue

April 2023

A motherboard manufacturer was attempting to resolve an issue they were seeing with their re-
driver gain setup. 

They had used the reference design from their silicon vendor and were seeing passing results using 
Real Time Scope and PCIe Sign Test as shown in the diagrams below for lanes 0, 8, and 15.
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Margin Tester Results – Scanning at Gen 4

April 2023

Despite these passing results, the manufacturer has been experiencing interoperability issues that 
they were unable to root-cause. 

Using a Margin Tester at Gen 4 speeds, they also ran into interop issues:
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Margin Tester Results – Gen 3

April 2023

To try to draw insight into the interop issues, the Margin Tester was used to run a Quick Scan at 
Gen 3 speeds. It was able to link and test at Gen 3. Results and insights below:

Equalization of lanes 8-11 and eye 
height of lane 13 indicate 
potential issues with the back 8 
lanes of the re-driver design

Lane 13 eye almost 
half the height of 
Lane 0 eye

Higher levels of DFE 1 
equalization for lanes 8-
11 compared to all other 
lanes 
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Conclusions

Here a Margin Test Has Very Quickly Found The Location of The Problem and Given The Design Team The Direction on Where To Investigate Root Cause Using Real 

Time Measurement, Simulation, or Firmware Settings

April 2023

In just 5 minutes of testing, the user was able to identify that the problems 

with their re-driver setup likely lies in the back 8 lanes of their re-driver setup.

The Margin Tester also replicated the interoperability issues that were seen at 

Gen 4 speeds, but, with a quick Gen 3 test, were able to identify lanes 8-11 

and 13 as the primary lanes of interest for causing their interop issues at Gen 

4 speeds.

1

2
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Custom Scan – No Riser Card in Signal Path

April 2023

In order to demonstrate the impact of riser cards on signal integrity, a Margin Tester was 
hooked up to a DUT with and without a riser card in the signal path. A screenshot of the 
custom scan without the riser card is below:  
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Custom Scan – Riser Card in Signal Path

April 2023

After the custom scan without the riser card, a riser card was added to the signal path to 
show a quick visual representation of the impact. The results of the custom scan with the 
riser card in the signal path is below: 
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Comparison: No Riser Card vs Riser Card

April 2023

Putting the two scans side by side, it can easily be seen that there was noticeable signal 
degradation from the addition of the riser card. Eye diagrams generally got smaller, and it 
pushed some to fail using the same pass/fail mask:
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Conclusions

April 2023

In just 60 minutes of testing, a user can see the impacts of a riser card on the 

live link DUT Tx eye diagrams across 160 lane-preset combinations.

Without even looking at receiver settings, it is clear to the user just by 

coming eye diagrams that there are noticeable impacts from the riser cards. 

Using the same pass/fail mask, 20 more eyes failed with the riser cards than 

without, and all eyes were noticeably smaller across presets. 

1

2
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Conclusions and Key Learnings

April 2023

1) Margin Testing is a brand-new category of T&M measurements focused on time to 
insight and ease of use in High-Speed Serial Interfaces

2) There are several applications where there is a need for a new category of test 
equipment to:

1) Draw more insight into interoperability issues
2) Track DUT link health progress over design phases
3) Investigate how different DUTs perform in a live link
4) Evaluate the effect of certain riser cards on the link
5) Quickly estimate Tx and Rx link health

1

2
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Thank you for joining!
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